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Abstract

Aiming to raise future engineers, the Formula Student competitions have long served as a
project that educates students in both technical and non-technical ways. The addition of
the Formula Student Driverless competition in 2017 has recently brought autonomous and
robotics disciplines to the Formula Student competition. Building on competitive teams’
work from the first few Formula Student Driverless events, this thesis proposes a lidar and
camera pipeline for real-time detection of the track limits on an embedded device with GPU
acceleration. This enables the seamless integration and automation of an already existing
Formula Student car.

While most of the lidar pipeline has been built in previous projects [1], this thesis focuses
on testing and validating the lidar pipeline in simulation and taking advantage of the small
sim2real gap to deploy a pipeline that was exclusively developed in simulation [2].

However, the major focus of this thesis is the research and development of a 3D image
processing pipeline that enables real-time performance on an embedded GPU accelerated
computer. Using the MIT paper [3] as a baseline and enhancing it with a state-of-the-art
real-time object detector and vectorized depth estimation, this thesis proposes a camera
pipeline that achieves a similar performance while being up to 2.9 times faster during infer-
ence. The fusion of camera and lidar data is not inside the scope of this. Nevertheless, it is
briefly discussed in the last section and will be the focal point of future work.

Zusammenfassung

Mit dem Ziel die Ingenieure der Zukunft auszubilden, gestalten die Projekte des Formula
Student Wettbewerbs seit langem die Weiterbildung von Studenten maßgeblich mit. Mit der
Einführung des Formula Student Driverless Wettbewerb im Jahr 2017 hielten auch Diszi-
plinen der Robotik Einzug in den Formula Student Wettbewerb. Basierend auf den arbeiten
der ersten erfolgreichen Teams, wird in dieser Thesis ein Perception Stack vorgestellt, welcher
auf einem Embedded Computer mit GPU Beschleunigung in Echtzeit laufen kann. Dies
ermöglicht eine unscheinbare und einfache Integration der Pipeline in ein bereits existieren-
des Formula Student Fahrzeug.

Während der größte Teil der Lidar Pipeline bereits in früheren Projekten [1]bearbeitet wurde,
fokussiert sich diese Thesis auf das Testing und die Validierung der Lidar Pipeline. Dabei
wird die geringe Sim2real Gap genutzt um die Lidar Pipeline vor allem im Simulator [2] zu
testen und zu validieren.

Letztendlich liegt der größte Beitrag aber in der Recherche und Entwicklung einer 3D-
Kamera Pipeline, welche Echtzeitfähig auf einem GPU beschleunigten Embedded Computer
läuft. Basierend auf dem MIT paper [3], entwickelt diese Thesis mithilfe moderner Ob-
jekterkennungsmethoden und einer optimierten Tiefenschätzung eine gleichermaßen perfor-
mante Pipeline die allerdings bis zu 2,9 mal schneller läuft. Eine Fusion von Kamera und
Lidar Daten liegt nicht innerhalb des Rahmens dieser Arbeit. Allerdings werden verschiedene
Fusionsansätze in der letzten Sektion kurz angesprochen und bilden damit die Grundlage für
zukünftige Arbeiten.
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Foundations

1 Foundations

As established in a previous project [1] which focused on analyzing the state of the art per-
ception approaches in the Formula Student Driverless competition [4], the most successful
teams [3, 5, 6] use both lidar and camera sensors to achieve accurate, e�cient, and redundant
recognition of the track limits.

In this use case, the lidar’s advantage is the accurate localization ability in 3D space as lidar
is an active sensor. Therefore lidar enables centimeter-level accuracy. Moreover, the For-
mula Student Driverless competition’s simplicity allows for traditional clustering approaches
for the cone detection task [5, 6]. These methods are less resource-hungry than the neural
networks used for image processing tasks.

On the other hand, camera sensors are feature-rich. Consequently, the camera sensors can
extract useful information like the color of a cone which is advantageous for path planning.
As the right side of the track is marked with yellow cones and the left side of the track is
marked with blue cones, knowing the cones’ color reduces the path’s ambiguity. Addition-
ally, camera sensors provide redundancy and are more stable in rainy conditions, which may
occur at the competition.

1.1 Hardware

The hardware setup was previously selected [1]. While lidar and camera sensors can be used
interchangeably in this setup, the selected compute platform results in requirements that
influence software design choices. Due to this, the used hardware components are explained
briefly.

Due to the Formula Student competition’s challenges, which requires lightweight cars for
optimal driving performance, the compute platform was selected to be the Nvidia Jetson
Xavier AGX [7]. The Jetson Xavier AGX allows for deep learning acceleration with a low
resource footprint (only 30 Watt power consumption). These requirements represent major
challenges for real-time vision pipelines as only a limited number of deep learning architec-
tures run in real-time on the Jetson Xavier AGX.

The camera sensor in this setup is a Basler aca 1920-50gc [8] and the lidar sensor is a
Velodyne VLP16 [9].

Figure 1: Basler aca 1920-1950gc camera sensor (left) and Velodyne VLP16 lidar sensor
(right)
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Camera Pipeline Foundations

1.2 Camera Pipeline Foundations

In this section, the foundations of this thesis are explained and important paradigms in
computer vision that are essential for later sections. In previous projects [1], a part of
the camera pipeline (the keypoint extractor) has already been implemented and trained in
Python [10]. This section also provides the foundations for understanding complex computer
vision tasks such as object detection classification and keypoint extraction. We further
motivate the choice of using deep learning-based approaches. The various methods are
then evaluated in Section 2 by using established computer vision metrics. By analyzing the
advantages and disadvantages of di↵erent architectures and their impact on resource usage
on embedded hardware, a suitable architecture is then chosen and compared with the state of
the art in computer vision for the Formula Student Driverless competition [3]. As established
through the research of publications [3, 5, 6], a three-stage approach for the computer vision
task is proposed in this work as well (Figure 2). Training methods and data augmentation
techniques of the di↵erent architectures are not explained here as they may be exclusive to
the specific architecture.

Figure 2: Overview of the camera pipeline

1.2.1 Datasets

Di↵erent datasets exist for the computer vision tasks of the Formula Student Driverless
competition. These are mainly the open-source version of the MIT/Delft dataset [3] and the
community project “Formula Student Objects in Context (FSOCO) dataset” [11]. The key
statistics and a comparison of the two datasets are listed in Table 1.

Metric MIT/Delft FSOCO (November 2020)
Number of Frames ⇠8000 ⇠3700
Number of Boxes ⇠73000 ⇠65230
Classes 1 5
Keypoints Yes No
Segmentation No Yes
Tags No Yes
Teams 2 6

Table 1: Di↵erent Formula Student Driverless dataset projects in comparison. The FSOCO
metrics are based on the version from late 2020, which has been used for training and com-
parison in this thesis. At the current time (February 2021), the FSOCO dataset already
contains about 5000 images.

We can see that the open-source MIT dataset currently contains more images and objects
than FSOCO. However, the table shows the state of the datasets as of late 2020. Since
FSOCO is a community project, it continues to grow and currently (February 2021) stands
at about 5000 images with around 88000 bounding boxes. As part of this thesis, 600 frames of
object detection and around 50 segmentation frames have been labeled to gain access to the
dataset. The FSOCO dataset enforces strict labeling guidelines to maximize the potential of
the data by requiring pixel-level accurate labeling, tests for “training” the new labelers, and
through labeling reviews [11]. By introducing the community project through the use of the
Supervisely platform [12], the size of the dataset and cooperation between di↵erent labelers
can be scaled e�ciently while ensuring high labeling standards. The FSOCO dataset also
profits from more variety in the data as it includes data from six teams, each using di↵erent
camera setups. The images have been captured at various test tracks around the world and
the dataset labels five di↵erent classes. The MIT/Delft dataset only contains data from MIT
and Delft camera setups and only contains single class labels. That leads to less variety in
the data and does not allow us to distinguish between left (marked by blue cones) and right
(marked by yellow cones) track limits and the large cones that mark the start/end of a track.
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Camera Pipeline Foundations

Additionally, it also labels an “unknown” class, which allows the classifier to be trained on
cones that are not part of the competition. The extra class can allow for a more general
cone detector as the object detector can learn to extrapolate to objects di↵erent from the
standard cones.

Figure 3: Image of FSOCO dataset with one labeled example for each class is shown in the
image.

Figure 3 shows an image with one labeled example for each class, namely the red bounding
box marks a cone of the category orange large cone, the orange one is an object of the
category orange small cone and the blue and yellow bounding boxes mark cones of the
classes blue cone and yellow cone respectively. The last class, called unknown cones consists
of cones that do not belong to any of the classes metioned before. An example is displayed
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Object of the class “unkown cone”

In addition to the various class labels, the FSOCO dataset also labels three separate tags for
objects when an object is not of the conventional type. The tags are used to label truncated
and fallen cones and such with partial damage to the stickers. These tags can be utilized
to predict even more class categories in the object detector or evaluate the performance
of these di↵erent kinds of bounding box detections. While the FSOCO project contains
instance segmentation masks, the MIT dataset provides keypoint labels for 3300 cones that
mark seven distinct points on each cone’s edge. It can be seen as a sort of segmentation-based
labeling as well, as the key points provide a way to segment the cone from the background.
Figure 5 shows example segmentation labels, while the keypoint labeling points are shown
in section 1.2.7.

1.2.2 Cone Detection

The pipeline aims to first detect the cones in the image and later project them into 3D
space relative to the car. Due to the runtime constraints that arise with using an embedded
computer like the Nvidia Jetson Xavier AGX, implementing a real-time capable object detec-
tor requires careful selection of the architecture and runtime optimization of the embedded
hardware and an e�cient connection between the di↵erent parts of the pipeline. This subsec-
tion intends to explain the workings of deep learning-based object detection, its structures,
and the di↵erent types of architectures. We also explain the metrics which are used to test
and evaluate object detection algorithms. For obvious reasons, traditional object detection
techniques are not considered here. Namely R-CNN [13] was the first convolutional neural
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Figure 5: Instance Segmentation mask labels of the FSOCO dataset

network [14] based approach to beat traditional approaches in the Pascal VOC challenge
[15] in 2013 with an mAP of 53.7%, which significantly beat the best performing traditional
method, SegDPM [16] with about 40% mAP (see Figure 6). In Section 3.2, these architec-
tures are then compared and analyzed for the object detection task’s suitability on embedded
hardware. We give specific attention to runtime e�ciency, performance on the MS COCO
dataset [17] and portability to the Nvidia Tensorrt runtime [18].

Figure 6: Di↵erent mAP scores of traditional and neural network-based object detectors on
di↵erent versions of the Pascal VOC dataset. In 2013, the deep learning-based method R-
CNN beat the traditional SegDPM method by about 14% on the Pascal VOC dataset from
2010.

Since 2013 advancements in the areas have led to creating di↵erent architectures, which
can be separated mainly into one-stage and two-stage detectors and further subdivisions.
Recently transformer [19] based architectures have also been combined with CNN backbones
to perform object detection. In the following, the idea of each of these object detectors will
be described roughly in order to lay down a solid understanding for comparisons in section
3.2 specific architectures of a particular detector type will also be mentioned.
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1.2.3 Two Stage Detectors

Initially, object detection was first approached using a sliding window approach to extract
regions that can then be passed through a classification network proposed in [20]. Later
approaches such as [21] improved the runtime by replacing the fully connected layers by
introducing a fully convolutional architecture. The high number of possible bounding boxes
with this naive approach leads to slow runtime performance. Therefore a more e�cient two-
stage detector pipeline was first proposed by the R-CNN paper [13]. It works by dividing
object detection into two subtasks. Firstly, it extracts regions of interest which can poten-
tially include objects and then classifies these regions to determine if an object exists in the
corresponding region and, if so, what class the object represents. By creating bounding box
proposals with a selective search algorithm, the number of region proposals is reduced to
about 2000. The selective search algorithm [22] of R-CNN uses a segmentation-based ap-
proach to generate sub-segmentations of objects and then combines these sub-segmentations
based on similarity to create box proposals which are then reshaped in order to be used as
an input for the feature extraction CNN. This approach’s advantage is that the recall of
ground truth boxes is very high as many box proposals are made through selective search.

Figure 7: R-CNN architecture [13]

The proposed bounding boxes are then fed through a convolutional neural network for feature
extraction and create a compressed representation of the box. The compressed representation
can be further downscaled with several dense layers to receive a final vector box = [bx, by, w, h]
where bx and by are the middle points of the bounding box in x and y coordinates, and w

and h are the width and height of the bounding box. Additionally, the CNN’s compressed
representation is fed through a Support Vector Machine [23] to predict the bounding box
class.

Because the selective search algorithm of R-CNN and its successor Fast R-CNN is not learn-
able, it may be unable to propose bounding boxes in a wide variety of scenarios. Thus it
generates a large number of false-positive proposals, which also results in slow inference.
Therefore the Faster R-CNN architecture [24] eliminates the selective search through the use
of a convolutional architecture that can learn to create the region proposals from the last
feature map with an anchor box based region proposal network (for an explanation of anchor
boxes, see Section 1.2.4). Because the proposals have di↵erent shapes, a so-called ROI Align
layer subdivides bounding boxes to pool them to a fixed size tensor for the classification
network. This improvement makes the Faster R-CNN architecture an architecture which
is learnable from end-to-end. These improvements lead to the Faster R-CNN architecture
being 21 times faster than the Fast R-CNN architecture and 163 times faster than the origi-
nal R-CNN architecture on a server graphics processing unit (GPU). Further enhancements
in data augmentation, optimization, and model architecture improvement enable Faster R-
CNN to be implemented with modern backbones and training methods such as in Facebook
AI’s Detectron 2 [25] framework. These innovations allow the method to perform close to
the state of the art.
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1.2.4 One Stage Detectors

One-stage detectors, also called single-stage detectors, can predict bounding boxes in a single
inference step. These architectures do not use mid-level representations to extract region
proposals or chain di↵erent CNNs for subtasks but predict bounding boxes and their classes
in a single step. Single-stage detectors can be subdivided into approaches without anchor
boxes such as CornerNet [26], CenterNet [27], or MatrixNet [28], and the more well-known
anchor box approaches. Well-known anchor box architectures are the “You Only Look Once”
(YOLO, [29]) architectures after the first version, Single Shot Detector (SSD) [30], E�cient-
Det by Google [31] and PANet [32]. Recent research has mostly focused on single-stage
detectors’ work and improving state-of-the-art object detection by formulating architecture
training as a meta-learning problem and creating new architectures with neural architecture
search [33].

In the following, the structure and inner workings of the YOLOv4 [34] object detector are
explained. Understanding this will allow the reader to gain an understanding of the other
anchor-based object detectors as they follow the same design patterns. However, they may
use di↵erent layer types, deeper backbones, and a slightly di↵erent head or neck.

Figure 8: YOLOv4 architecture [34]

The general architecture of YOLOv4 is shown in Figure 8. The one-stage detector architec-
ture consists of a backbone responsible for compressing the high-dimensional image into a
lower-dimensional feature vector. As the backbone, YOLOv4 uses CSPDarknet53, which is
essentially the Darknet53 backbone of YOLOv3 [35] where the residual blocks are enhanced
by partitioning the feature maps according to the ideas explained in the CSPNet architecture
[36]. Since the Darknet53 backbone primarily consists of ResNet [37] blocks, the residual
blocks are adapted to be CSP ResNet blocks by passing half of the feature maps through
the ResNet block and half of the feature maps through a bottleneck layer. The backbone
computations are reduced by about 50% in FLOPS while slightly improving the capability
of the feature extractor.

The neck is responsible for combining the extracted features from the backbone at di↵erent
feature map scales to allow the architecture to combine di↵erent scales’ features. Therefore
the design of the neck is very much based on the approaches of traditional computer vision
where feature extractors such as SIFT [38] achieve scale invariance by downsizing the orig-
inal image and achieving a scale-space with di↵erent input image resolutions at each scale.
Unlike SIFT, the modified Path Aggregation Network (PANet) [32] neck of YOLOv4 con-
tains learnable convolutional layers in the top-down path and shortcut connections from the
backbone in order to induce local learned features from the bottom to the top of the network.
In YOLOv4, the PANet neck consists of three di↵erent feature map sizes used to predict
bounding boxes at di↵erent scales. These feature maps are the basis for object detection at
di↵erent scales, performed by the object detector’s head. Moreover, YOLOv4 uses a Spatial
Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [39] module right after the CSPDarknet53 as suggested in [40], in
order to increase the receptive field of the network by utilizing dilated convolutions [41]. This
module performs the same task as the ROI Align part in Faster R-CNN and uses pooling to
allow the detector to generate an output of fixed size regardless of the input image’s size.
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YOLOv4 Head

As the head of the network, YOLOv4 uses the standard YOLOv3 anchor box based pre-
diction head. The head uses the di↵erent output scales of the neck. For an input im-
age of size 412 ⇥ 412 pixels the small features are mapped to an output tensor of size
13 ⇥ 13 ⇥ 3 ⇥ (4 + 1+#classes). Here, the first two dimensions can be seen as a grid over
the image and the third dimension is given by the formula (4 + 1+#classes). Similarly, the
output tensors for a medium and large input are of size 26 ⇥ 26 ⇥ 3 ⇥ (4 + 1 + #classes)
and 52 ⇥ 52 ⇥ 3 ⇥ (4+ 1+#classes) respectively. Each scale generates three anchor boxes
per grid cell. The (4 + 1 + #classes) dimension stores the four bounding box coordinates
box = [bx, by, w, h] where bx and by are given as in Section 1.2.3 and w and h are the width
and height of the bounding box relative to a specified anchor box. It also stores a probability
for the objectness score, a number which determines how likely the bounding box contains an
object and #classes probabilities, one probability score for each object. The output tensor
of one anchor box (dimension gridw ⇥ gridw ⇥ 1 ⇥ (4 + 1 + #classes), where gridw is the
width of the grid for example 13 in the case of the small feature map) is displayed in Figure
9.

Figure 9: YOLOv4 output tensor [29]. The width and height depend on the size of the head.

Essentially, at each of the output scales, each grid cell is responsible for creating three anchor
boxes. The anchor boxes are centered at the midpoint of each grid cell. The anchor boxes’
width and height can be optimized by using k-means clustering to cluster the examples of the
dataset into nine distinct clusters, according to the three di↵erent scales and three di↵erent
anchor boxes per scale. An example for anchor boxes in a 8⇥ 8 grid is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Anchor boxes [42] in a 8⇥ 8 grid. Two anchor boxes are generated per grid cell.

Here one grid cell creates only two instead of three bounding boxes. We should also keep
in mind that each of the grid cells (not only two like drawn in the image) will generate two
anchor boxes (three in YOLOv4) per cell.
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The anchor boxes are the basis for predicting objects’ actual positions as an o↵set to the
anchor box at the relative grid cell.

Figure 11: Prediction of bounding boxes [34] and how o↵sets to the middle are computed

Figure 11 illustrates the bounding box prediction relative to the grid cell and anchor box.
The grid cell where the bounding box is centered will be associated and tasked with the
bounding box prediction. In the image cx and cy are the cell indices. in the case of the blue
box, both of them are equal to one. The width and height of the associated anchor box are
denoted with pw and ph.

The values bx and py specify the center position of the bounding box. They are calcu-
lated by combining a Sigmoid function of the predictions tx and ty with cx and cy. Since the
Sigmoid function always results in an output between 0 and 1, �(tx) and �(ty) are between
0 and 1. By adding these outputs to the cell o↵set and dividing the output of the addition
by the respective image dimensions (i.e., the image height h or image width w), the relative
position of the bounding box center normalized between 0 and 1 is received:

bx = �(tx)+cx
w and by =

�(ty)+cy
h

The bounding box height and width are calculated by the formulas :

bw = pw ⇤ e
tw and bh = ph ⇤ e

th

The exponential function in the formulas is used because tw or th could be negative num-
bers in practice but height and width can not be negative. Multiplication with pw and ph

respectively will give us the predicted height and width of the bounding box.

Figure 12: Bounding box proposals before non-max suppression is applied

After this step, many bounding boxes may be predicted, as Figure 12 displays. Non-max
suppression is run over the bounding box predictions to reduce the number of outputs sig-
nificantly. To summarize, non-max suppression keeps the boxes with a high confidence value
and removes bounding boxes which predict the same object and have an overlap above the
so-called IOU-threshold.
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Additionally, the confidence threshold can be specified as well to trade-o↵ between precision
and recall. The final bounding box proposals after non-max suppression are then received
(Figure 13).

Figure 13: Final bounding boxes after non-max suppression

1.2.5 Transformers for Object Detection

The breakthroughs of attention-based architectures in natural language processing and se-
quence modeling [43] lead to current research focusing on applying transformers to com-
puter vision tasks. Research such as [44] already proposed a stand-alone self-attention layer
to replace convolutional layers. Attention is partially used in modern architectures such
as YOLOv4 [34] with the modified spatial attention module (SAM) [45] and Squeeze and
Excitation (SE Net) networks which essentially produce an embedding [46] of feature maps
through channel-wise attention. Therefore attention has increasingly impacted computer
vision through the rise of hybrid layers, which combine convolutional layers with attention.

DEtection TRansformer (DETR) [47] by Facebook AI takes this a step further by creating
an end-to-end transformer architecture for object detection and segmentation.

Figure 14: Transformer-based DETR architecture by Facebook AI

The architecture of DETR (Figure 14) still uses a traditional convolutional neural network
for feature extraction. As in traditional object detection architectures, the backbone CNN
compresses the image features into a higher representation tensor with more channels. This
tensor is then used as the input for an encoder/decoder architecture which is very similar to
the original transformer [19]. The features are then combined with a positional encoding and
flattened into a sequence to be passed into a transformer encoder. In detail, the dimensions
of the feature extraction tensor are H ⇥W ⇥ C where H,Wand C are the height, width,
and number of channels in the feature maps. This feature tensor is then transformed into a
(H ⇤W )⇥C sequence, and the input for the transformer can therefore be seen as a total of
H ⇤W input sequences of dimension C.
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Working on the compressed feature representation of the image makes the use of transform-
ers more feasible as the architecture can now model long-range dependencies between pixels
in the image without the computational complexity of a full-sized image. The runtime of a
standard transformer is O(n2) with n being the number of pixels. This property is beneficial
for detecting larger objects which require a large receptive field for accurate detection.

The encoder performs a feature mapping from a H ⇤W input sequence of dimension Cto an
equally sized H ⇤W output sequence of dimension C. This output sequence is further used
as a side input to the transformer decoder and the shared positional encoding and serves as
the key for the multi-head attention mechanism.

Figure 15: DETR encoder decoder transformer, which is very similar to the original trans-
former architecture [19]

The attention mechanisms used here are equal to the ones in [19] except for the positional
encodings. The decoder architecture takes N independently learned object queries as an
input, each transformed into a bounding box output. The N object queries are the decoder’s
input and are conditioned on the encoder output in the multi-head attention block. Multi-
head attention and multi-head self-attention only di↵er in how for self-attention, that is, the
keys, queries, and values are the same (Q = K = V ). The traditional attention mechanism,
along with dot product attention, is displayed in Figure 16. Scaled dot product attention
can also be written as Softmax(Q·Kp

dk
⇤ V ).

Figure 16: Attention mechanism as suggested in [19]
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The FFN layers in the Encoder/Decoder di↵er from the original transformer [19] as they
also consist of 1⇥ 1 convolutions and layernorm [48] with ReLu activation functions [49] but
use residual connections between the layers.

After the decoder part, the object outputs are passed through a three-layer Perceptron with
ReLu activation functions [49] to obtain bounding box coordinates and class probabilities.
As a result of this, the length N of queries limits the maximum amount of bounding boxes
that can be predicted.

Unlike one stage of two-stage detectors, DETR does not need extensive hand-crafted methods
such as non-max suppression or anchor boxes. Therefore it simplifies the object detection ar-
chitecture by requiring fewer steps (Figure 17) and does not require as much computer vision
competency to train because of the elimination of hand-crafted features and its similarity
with language models. Furthermore, the release of recent transformer based classification
models like the VIT [50], could allow for the complete elimination of convolutional networks
in object detection.

Figure 17: Simplicity of DETR compared to Faster R-CNN, DETR reduces the number of
processing steps and eliminates hand-engineered features
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1.2.6 Evaluation Metrics for Object Detection

All architectures are comparable because of established metrics of the object detection task
such as mean Average Precision (mAP), precision and recall.

Intersection over Union (IoU)
The Intersection over Union (IoU) is used to determine whether a box was correctly or in-
correctly detected. It is given by computing the area of overlap between the ground truth
and predicted box and dividing it by the area of the union of the two boxes.

IoU =
|GT \ PB|

|GT [ PB|
2 (0, 1)

with GT being the ground truth and PB the predicted box. We denote the area of the set
A as |A|.
In modern benchmarks [17], predicted objects with an IoU of above 0.5 are considered true
positives, and predictions below are considered false positives.

Precision and Recall
Precision and recall are widespread performance metrics that are by no means exclusive to
the object detection task. Therefore the typical definitions of precision and recall are upheld.
As is the case with all applications, by changing the confidence threshold of the detector.
threshold.

Precision = TP+FP
TP

Recall = TP+FN
TP

With :
TP = number of True Positives
FP = number of False Positives
FN = number of False Negatives

mean Average Precision (mAP)

The mAP, also called Average Precision (AP), is a popular metric used for ranking object
detection classifiers on benchmarks. The mAP is calculated by running the object detector
with a confidence threshold very close to zero and then rank all predicted objects according
to their confidence in descending order. This approach is made separately for each class. At
first, precision is initialized to 1.0, and recall is initialized to 0.0. For every false prediction,
the precision is reduced accordingly, and for every accurate prediction, the recall is increased
accordingly. The corresponding fractions are inserted in red in Figure 18. There are, in total,
five true positives that comprise the denominator in the calculations of recall and precision.
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Figure 18: Table for calculating the mAP. Precision is initialized to 1 and decreases when a
False Positive is found, whereas Recall is initalized to 0 and increases when a True Positive
has been predicted [51].

Starting from the first line in the table, which represents the highest confidence prediction,
each prediction represents a tuple of precision-recall values. These values can then be plotted
as a precision-recall curve as points and connected to the preceding and succeeding points.
This is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Precision-Recall curve [51], corresponding to the values in Figure 18

In order to compute the mAP, the area under this precision-recall curve is then computed.
Therefore the general mAP is:

mAP =
R 1

0 p(r)dr

Where p(r) is the precision-recall curve.

In practice, the area under the curve is approximated with an interpolated mAP. Microsoft
COCO [17] uses a 101 point interpolated mAP for the computation of the mAP score. To
get the mAP score over all classes, all classes’ mAP scores are computed and then averaged.
COCO also introduces the AP@[0.5:.95] score as described in [17].
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1.2.7 Keypoint Detector

To precisely detect cones’ position within the image, outputs of an object detector - which
detects bounding boxes of the objects - are processed. The predicted bounding boxes are
cropped and preprocessed to be input into a ResNet [37] based keypoint extractor network
CNN. This neural network predicts seven key points, which can be further processed to de-
termine a cone’s position in 3D space. The implementation of the architecture is based on
[52] and tweaked minorly.

As Figure 20 displays, the architecture consists of several ResNet blocks [37], which work
with same padding to keep height and width dimensions of the input constant throughout the
network and create heatmaps of the same height and width dimensions as the input image.
One heatmap is output for every key point, which leads to an output size of h⇥w⇥seven⇥b,
where h, wand b is the height, width, and batch size, respectively. Following the analysis of
the ResNet architecture in [53], the 7⇥7 input filter (16 convolutional input filters in Figure
20) is replaced with three 3⇥ 3 filters as suggested with the ResNet-C architecture of He et
al.[53].

The usage of larger filter shapes like 7 ⇥ 7 or 5 ⇥ 5 was common in the early days of
ResNet but had since been replaced with the usage of 3⇥ 3 or even 1⇥ 1 as is the case with
MobileNet [54]. The main advantage of a 3 ⇥ 3 filter is that the calculation is about 5.4
times faster when compared to a 7⇥7 filter due to the runtime of a convolution beingO(w⇤h).

Figure 20: architecture of the ResNet-based keypoint extractor network as proposed in [3]

The advantage of this architecture is that unlike [55] it does not need fully connected layers.
Due to the improved feature extraction capabilities of convolutional layers compared to fully
connected layers for image processing, fully convolutional architectures have become more
common. The shift from fully connected layers at the output of the network to an anchor box
convolutional approach was also an improvement of YOLO version 1 [56] to YOLO version 2
[29]. Convolutional layers enforce a prior on the processing of the network and significantly
reduce the number of parameters when compared to fully connected layers. This simplifies
the loss landscape and reduces the complexity of the optimization problem. Research such
as [57] suggests that wider or deeper networks (more parameters) do not necessarily lead to
improved performance due to optimization issues.
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The loss function for training consists of two terms :

Ltotal = Lmse+�horz⇤(2�V12⇤V34�V34⇤V56)+�vert⇤(4�V01⇤V13�V13⇤V35�V02⇤V24�V24⇤V46)

Figure 21: Key points of the cones and the nine di↵erent vectors which are used to compute
a feature a property related loss

Here Lmse is the l2 or l1 loss between the predicted and ground truth point. The rest of
the term makes use of the characteristic of the cones by creating several vectors between
the keypoints as displayed in Figure 21. Because the cones’ key points are colinear, the unit
vectors’ vector products have to be equal to 1 when the keypoints are predicted correctly.
The two collinear parts are split into horizontal and vertical terms. The numbers 2 and 4
are due to the vector products being calculated 2 and 4 times in each term, respectively.
Therefore if all vector products are equal to 1, the colinear loss part is equal to zero. As
suggested in [3], the hyperparameters are chosen to be �horz = 0.055 and �vert = 0.038.

An automated training loop was implemented to find the best hyperparameters. A random
hyperparameter search is applied on a log scale as introduced by [58]. In this case, the
learning rate and decay rate of the learning rate scheduler were formulated as the hyperpa-
rameters to be searched. The best performing model weights on the validation set are stored
in a checkpoint and overwritten when the lowest error occurs. Based on the baseline training,
which does not use a validation set or parameter search, early stopping is introduced when
the training error does not fall beneath a certain threshold after the first ten epochs. The
best-performing weights on the validation set reached an accumulated L2-error of about 57.
These numbers are an improvement of 31% and 26% over the baseline. The MIT Keypoint
extraction dataset (3300 images) was used with a train/test/val split of 0.85/0.075/0.075.
Additionally, a class that keeps track of the worst loss examples in a hash map was imple-
mented and is instantiated during testing. Examples for the average and maximum error
examples on the test set are illustrated in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Examples of keypoint detector predictions on the test set containing 240 images.
White points represent the ground truth, colorful points the predictions of the network. The
left image represents an average example of the test set with a l2-loss of 56.8336, whereas
the right image represents the worst prediction on the test set with a l2-loss of 170.729 .

As we can see in the left image of Figure 22, the average example on the test set shows a
good result. The worst examples are all similar in the way that they all are smaller bounding
boxes (smaller than 20x20px) and all include high-intensity changes, blurring the edges of
the cone. Additionally, fallen cones can not be detected by the architecture. This thesis
aims to detect and catch these cases in order to avoid false distance calculations.
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1.3 Lidar Pipeline Foundations

As part of previous projects, large parts of the lidar pipeline have already been implemented
[1]. This work aims to improve the current algorithms and test them in both simulation [2]
and on actual data, which is recorded on a Velodyne VLP-16 sensor. The following sections
intend to give an overview of the lidar pipeline, one of the foundations of this thesis. The
goal of the lidar processing pipeline is to accurately detect the cones’ position in front of the
car to determine the track limits. An overview of the lidar pipeline is displayed in Figure
23.

Figure 23: LiDAR-Pipeline according to [6]

The pipeline is based on the approach of the AMZ Racing (ETH Zurich) Driverless team [6].
Since the core of the lidar-based software stack is the Euclidean clustering via DBSCAN [59],
the lidar pipeline follows a classical approach. Deep learning has also pushed state of the
art in lidar detection [60], and the MIT/Delft Driverless team mentioned the development
of a voxel-based CNN [61] at the 2020 Waymo FSG academy. However, no information can
be found that a team uses this approach in an actual competition. Due to the vast amount
of resources required (Liu et al. [61] uses an Nvidia Quadro 6000 server GPU) and the
simplicity of the object detection task in comparison to real-world autonomous driving, the
traditional approach is a more suitable option. Additionally, only traditional approaches to
lidar detection are mentioned in the literature about the FSD competition [5, 62].

1.3.1 Point Cloud Library

The Point Cloud Library (PCL) [63] is an open-source library for processing point clouds,
implemented in C++ [64]. The library contains several functions and, most importantly,
data structures that are especially useful for processing point clouds. While the functions
and algorithms of PCL are practical and allow for more e�cient implementation, they do
not allow for simple modifications in the code base, so the lidar pipeline’s essential parts
were reimplemented from scratch. This approach allows for more specialized and improved
point cloud processing, both in runtime/memory e�ciency and algorithmic design.

1.3.2 Segmentation

The lidar sensor outputs a point cloud with a field of view of 360�. Because of the charac-
teristics of the competition and the lidar sensor’s position on the car’s body - which leads
to occlusions of the view due to aerodynamic elements such as wings - , we limit the field of
view to about 120� by omitting points based on x/y angle. As no cone is above 0.7 cm of
height, points above 0.7 m are also omitted, and points lie within a square area of the car
to avoid false positives. False positives could occur due to clusters being detected which are
part of the car. Hence these points are ignored.
After cropping the point cloud, the ground is segmented from the rest of the point cloud as
it does not contain relevant features. Herefore an open-source implementation of the paper
“Fast segmentation of 3D point clouds for ground vehicles” [65] is integrated [66]. An imple-
mentation of the RANSAC algorithm as described in [67] was also implemented. However,
we found its performance to be worse than the more advanced method by Himmelsbach et
al. [65], and the ease of integrating the ETH Zurich algorithm [66] lead us to stop pursuing
this approach any further.

In simulations, it can be seen that the algorithm does not necessarily associate all points
correctly. In Figures 25 and 26, green points correspond to ground points, and red points
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Figure 24: Lidar segmentation as suggested in [65]. The algorithm uses a binning approach.
It divides the point cloud into angular bins and splits these further according to the distance
from the car (sketch in Figure 24). In each of the segments, the lowest point is determined,
and the line is fit with regression to determine the ground plane. Points above the line are
part of the relevant “obstacle plane”, and points below the line belong to the ground plane.

correspond to obstacle points. As displayed in Figure 25, some points close to the car are
falsely classified as non-ground points.

Figure 25: Lidar segmentation without additional post-processing. The image on the left
shows the position of the car in the simulator, and the image on the left shows the lidar point
cloud. Green points are classified as ground points, while red points are classified as obstacle
points. The red points on the floor are miss classified in this case.

To fix the issue of misclassification, an additional filter function of the PCL can be deployed
by calculating the ground cloud’s median z value. This value is then used to add all points
inside the obstacle cloud within a 3cm threshold to the median z ground value to the ground
cloud. Figure 26 shows the improved ground segmentation algorithm.

Figure 26: Lidar segmentation with additional post-processing leads to the points now being
classified correctly

1.3.3 Cone Detection

After the post-processing step of the segmentation, the point cloud is split into obstacle and
ground cloud. For detecting the cones, only the obstacle cloud is needed. In the following
step, points are grouped into clusters according to their position relative to other points. The
property for deciding whether points belong to the same cluster is the distance threshold to
its neighbors and leads to points which are within a certain distance threshold to one of its
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neighbor being grouped together. This relatively simple algorithm is also called Euclidean
clustering, or DBSCAN [59]. The advantage in comparison to traditional K-means clustering
[68] is that a varying number of clusters can be detected depending on the number of objects
which are actually present in the scene. The simple distance calculation between neighboring
points in the data structure is shown in Figure 27. As these points lie within the distance
threshold, they would both belong to the same cluster. Points in are typically stored in a
kd-Tree data structure [69] which allows for an average runtime of O(log n) when searching
for points and inserting points into the tree. Instead of O(n) as it would be the case with
an array.

Figure 27: Calculating the euclidean distance between two points

In the following, the Euclidean Clustering algorithm is explained by emphasizing the di↵er-
ent subtasks.

1. Building a kd-Tree

Before clustering the points and predicting the objects, the obstacle cloud points are stored in
a kd-Tree. The kd-Tree is a data structure that allows for the e�cient storage of data points
in k-dimensional space. While a three-dimensional kd-Tree is used in our implementations,
the working principle of a kd-Tree can more easily be explained with a two-dimensional
example that works analogously.

Figure 28: Depiction of a 3D kd-Tree data structure [70]

In a one-dimensional case, the kd-Tree data structure is essentially a binary search tree [71].
In the example of Figure 29, a BST is to be constructed containing the points (2, 3), (4, 7),
(5, 4), (7, 2), (8, 1), (9, 6). The first point, which is inserted, serves as the root node. The
root node then determines how points are inserted into the tree. In this case, the first point
to be inserted is (7, 2) because 7 is close to the median of x values and therefore allows for
creating a balanced tree. Balancing the tree can improve the runtime in the rare worst-case
scenario that could lead to creating a tree with only one branch. After inserting the root
node, the next points are inserted according to their x and y coordinates at each level. As is
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the case with BST insertion, values larger or equal to its parent are placed on the right, and
values smaller are placed on the left. If we consider the point (5, 4) for instance, it will first
be compared based on its x-value, since 5 < 7 it is placed as the left child. Similarly when
(2, 3) is inserted, 2 < 7 so it is put on the left side and now has to be compared to (5, 4). On
the next level, the y values are compared due to that (2, 3) is the left child of (5, 4) because
3 < 4.

Figure 29: Depiction of a 2D kd-Tree data structure[70]. Points are inserted according to
their x and y values. The box on the left shows the seperation axis (either x or y direction
of each point.

Memory management with smart pointers

The memory footprint rises linearly with the number of points. As a new lidar point
cloud is constructed at every time step, naively allocating a new tree can lead to a
memory leak. Therefore C++ smart pointers from the boost library [72] are used for easily
maintainable memory management. The standard behavior of the smart pointer will free
the space when the pointer goes out of scope.

2. Nearby points search with kd-Tree

After the kd-Tree is constructed, points can be clustered according to the distance to their
neighboring points. The advantages of the kd-tree are clearly evident: The search operation
is done for each point, so the resulting runtime for n points is O(n⇤log(n)) instead of 0(n⇤n).
If the distance between two points is within a threshold, we conclude that they are part of
the same cluster. Starting at the current point, comparisons based on x and y coordinates
are used to traverse the tree. Depending on whether the right or left child is closer to the root
node, the tree reaches a di↵erent branch, and points that are within the cluster threshold
are added to the cluster. Figure 30 shows the search of nearby points for the root node.
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3. Euclidean Clustering

The previously described data structure can now be used to detect clusters in the obstacle
cloud. For this, functions from the PCL are not an option as they do not allow for a
satisfactory integration of techniques such as cone reconstruction and adaptive distance
thresholding. While the Proximity (Algorithm 1) function does not di↵er from the vanilla
implementation. There are significant di↵erences between the vanilla Euclidean Cluster
(algorithm 3) and the more advanced version (algorithm 2).

Figure 30: Depiction of nearest neighbor search [udacity] in a kd-Tree. The kd-Tree ar-
chitecture allows for e�cient search, as part of the points can be eliminated due to the tree
structure. For each point nearby points are searched and added to the same cluster when they
are inside of a specified distance threshold

Algorithm 1 Proximity Algorithm
1: procedure Proximity (point,cluster)

Input: the current point (node in the kd-tree) and the current cluster
Output: cluster of nearby points

2: mark point as processed
3: cluster  point

4: nearbyPoints = getNearbyPoints(point)
5: for point in nearbyPoints do
6: if point has not been processed then
7: Proximity(point, cluster)

The function Proximity calls itself recursively. When the end of the call stack is reached,
all points within the threshold have therefore been added to the cluster. The function then
returns back into the Euclidean Cluster function, and the procedure is repeated for the next
point.

In a simplified way, the lidar can be seen as a point source for the laser beams. Because
of this, the resolution decreases when objects are further away, and the distance between
two points increases. Due to this, the distance threshold required for points to lie within a
cluster is decreased. Here one of the disadvantages of the PCL is evident as it does not allow
for a non-static distance threshold with its built-in clustering function, resulting in a lower
detection range.
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Algorithm 2 Advanced Clustering Algorithm
1: procedure Advanced Clustering Algorithm(points)

Input: lidar obstacle cloud points
Output: positions of detected cones in 3D space

2: clusters = ;
3: boundingBoxes = ;
4: initalize ROS topic for cone positions
5: for point in points do
6: cluster = ;
7: distance = Distance(point.x,point.y,point.z)
8: distanceThreshold = DistanceThreshold(distance)
9: Proximity(point,cluster)
10: if cluster is in size boundaries then
11: for point in clusterPoints do
12: cluster  point

13: centroid = getClusterCentroid()
14: reconstruct Ground Points
15: create Bounding Box
16: if bounding box is not within size boundaries then
17: continue
18: create bounding box
19: if bounding box /2 proximity to other bounding boxes then
20: boundingBoxes bounding box
21: add bounding box coordinated to ROS topic

22:

23: send cone positions via ROS topic
24:

Algorithm 3 Vanilla Clustering Algorithm
1: procedure Vanilla Clustering Algorithm(points)

Input: lidar obstacle cloud points
Output: positions of detected cones in 3D space

2: clusters = ;
3: for point in points do
4: cluster = ;
5: distance = Distance(point.x,point.y,point.z)
6: distanceThreshold = DistanceThreshold(distance)
7: Proximity(point,cluster)
8: if cluster is in size boundaries then
9: for point in clusterPoints do
10: cluster  point

11:

12:
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4. Cone Reconstruction

Due to the ground segmentation algorithm and the fact that each cone’s point clouds are
also part of the ground, some ground points are falsely classified as non-cone points in the
beginning. This further lowers the number of points that can be utilized for the already
comparatively small cone clusters. Therefore, [6] mentions a reconstruction approach which
is also implemented here. A cylinder is constructed around every centroid of the cluster,
with the radius equal to the cone radius. Points of the ground cloud that lie inside this
radius are removed from the ground cloud and added to the corresponding cone cluster. The
two images in Figure 31 show the reconstruction of a cone cluster.

Figure 31: Reconstruction of a cone. The left side shows the initial object where the ground’s
green points are not considered part of the cluster. After reconstruction, these points are
added to the cluster (right image).

5. Cone Classification and Legality Verification

After the clusters are successfully reconstructed, it has to be confirmed whether the detected
clusters are actually tra�c cones or not. For verification, object priors such as cone height
and width are considered. It has to be stated that two kinds of cone shapes exist, large
cones and small cones. The height in the z-dimension of a cluster can therefore be used to
classify large cones. Based on the large cones’ dimensions, we can omit all clusters that are
not within these size boundaries as they are not part of the relevant objects that mark the
track limits.
Moreover, a redundant rule-based filter can check for legitimate cone clusters as proposed in
[6]. The filter calculates the number of points which should lie within the cluster according
to several properties.

Figure 32: cone legality verification formula

Here hc and wc are the height and width of a cone, rv and rh are the angular resolutions of
the lidar.
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2 Lidar Pipeline

2.1 Intro

In order to determine the localization error of the lidar pipeline, the Formula Student Driver-
less Simulator (FSDS) is used. FSDS is based on Microsoft AirSim [73] and therefore provides
a realistic sensor model which allows for test-based development of the lidar pipeline in sim-
ulation. As a downside, the simulator does not include output intensity information for the
lidar point cloud. However, this does not represent a problem since the intensity is not part
of the pattern recognition at this point. The simulator provides a ROS [74] (Melodic) bridge
to connect the autonomous system and receive data from the car’s various sensors.

Moreover, ground truth data, such as the car’s position in the world coordinate frame and
the position of the cones, can be extracted by subscribing to the respective ROS topics.
The simulator provides a .json file that configures the sensors types, their position on the
body of the car and allows the adjustment of the number of layers, number of points, vertical
and horizontal resolution, and the frequency of the lidar sensor. These variables are adjusted
accordingly to match the Velodyne VLP-16 sensor used on the actual car as much as possible.

Figure 33: ROS Graph of the Simulator for testing the lidar pipeline

As Figure 33 shows, the lidar node /ground_segmentation publishes the ROS topic
/lidar/cones/poses, which is a custom array based geometry message of type geometry_msgs/Pose2D,
it includes the x and y positions of the detected cones in the lidar frame. ROS messages of
type Pose2D, also include a ✓ value which is used to store a Boolean value to mark a cone
as either a large or small cone. Intending to decouple the testing process from the actual
lidar pipeline, the testing node (/local_error_49597_1603106024330 in Figure 33) was
implemented to compute the error of the lidar pipeline when compared to the ground truth.
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Detections with more than one-meter of error are considered false positives according to
the distance between cones at the start/finish line. An error of above one meter can lead
to an ambiguous association between detection and the ground truth. A simple trajectory
is generated using the ground truth to drive a lap around the circuit to automate testing.
Even though ROS is not deterministic, when many detections are made, the average becomes
reproducible. Since higher, more prominent cones mark the start/end of the track, a lap time
counter can be implemented. The counter triggers the storage of a CSV file that includes
imu data, the car pose, and the average/maximum L2-error between the ground truth and
the detected objects at every time step. The topic responsible for this is /stop_signal

which sends the number of completed laps every time the car crosses the start/finish line.

Figure 34: Lidar object detection in simulation, the current position in the simulator is shown
above, the lower image displays the lidar pipeline with the detected bounding boxes.
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2.2 Computing the Global Position of Cones

The detections in the lidar coordinate frame have to be transformed into the global coordinate-
system by combining the pose of the car, the car’s orientation, the lidar’s position on the
car, and the pose of the objects in the lidar frame to compare the lidar detections with the
ground truth. Because the simulator outputs the car’s orientation as quaternions, a conver-
sion to Euler angles is desirable to directly compute the lidar’s global position. Quaternion
to Euler angle conversion is done according to [75] :
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where q0, q1, q2 and q3 are the quaternion values.

Since the car mainly rotates around the global z-axis, only  is used to compute the de-
tected cones’ global positions. When looking at the car’s possible orientations, it is clear
that four di↵erent orientation intervals need to be taken into account (one for each quadrant).

Figure 35: Euler angles [76] are displayed in red and measured counter clock wise, the 4
quadrants each represent a special case for calculating the global position.

The computation of the x/y components changes depending on the orientation of the car.
The di↵erentiation is done with a simple if statement that checks in which 90-degree interval
the Euler angles are situated. This allows to cover every possible position and orientation
of the car in the world coordinate frame and compute the corresponding global positions of
the lidar detections.
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2.3 Localization Requirements

Considering the established Formula Student Driverless teams’ research, localization error
information is not provided for their lidar pipelines. However, [6] mentions that their camera-
based localization error (RMSE) using SLAM on a small test track with about 80 cones is
about 25 cm. Considering that a passive sensor such as the stereo camera used by AMZ
does not measure the 3D position of the cone directly and additional accuracy is gained by
extracting the information of multiple camera frames through SLAM, the goal should be to
achieve an RMSE lower than 25 cm based on single lidar detections. The MIT/Delft team
mentioned at the Formula Student Waymo workshop in 2020 that they achieve a precision of
99.93% with their point-voxel CNN-based. (PVCNN, [61]) lidar algorithm, precision, or recall
metrics are not provided. Thx that can be directly compared to their deep learning-based
pipeline, this gives us a good benchmark. Furthermore, the di↵erence between static and
dynamic error should be minimized in order to converge to the optimal potential precision
that the the pattern recognition algorithm can yield.

Figure 36: Histogram plots of errors between ground truth and predictions when the car is
static. The average localization error of each iteration is shown on the left and the maximum
localization error on the right. The statistics inside the histogram plot are the outputs of the
pandas.DataFrame.describe [77] function.

The two histogram plots above show that the cones’ average localization error compared to
the ground truth is about 4.4 cm overall. Each plot contains the
pandas.DataFrame.describe [77] values. Since the maximum error of all cone positions is
about 6.3 cm, and a precision of 100% (no false positive detections), the accuracy of the
pattern recognition algorithm itself is deemed to be su�cient to fulfill the requirements.
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2.4 Error Analysis

Dynamic Test

The car automatically drives one lap at a constant speed of 4 m/s to receive a baseline
for when the car is driving. The mean error is about 15.7 cm, while the average maximum
error is about 21 cm (Figure 37). During dynamic testing, 4922 true positives and 14 false
positives (detections with an error of more than one meter to the ground truth) are detected.
This results in a precision of 99.7%.

Figure 37: Histogram plots of errors between ground truth and predictions when the car is
driving at 4 m/s (lidar frequency is 10 Hz). The average localization error of each iteration
is shown on the left and the maximum localization error on the right. The statistics inside
the histogram plot are the outputs of the pandas.DataFrame.describe [77] function.

Motion Distortion

As mentioned above, the motion distortion error is caused by the lidar’s sampling rate,
which leads to not all points being captured at the same time. For example, at a sampling
rate of 10 Hz and when the car moves with a velocity of 4 m/s, the car is traveling 0.4 meters
while sampling the point cloud.
Initially, it was concluded that this is the reason for the large o↵set during the dynamic test.
However, after experiments and contacting the simulator’s creators, it was found out that
the simulator does not implement the e↵ect of a rotating lidar mirror. In practice, the Baidu
Apollo Velodyne driver [78] can be used, which uses the Velodyne sensor’s internal IMU to
correct the motion distortion.
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Simulation And Time O↵sets

Figure 38: Histogram plots of errors between ground truth and predictions when the car is
driving at 4 m/s (lidar frequency is 240 Hz). The average localization error of each iteration
is shown on the left and the maximum localization error on the right. The statistics inside
the histogram plot are the outputs of the pandas.DataFrame.describe [77] function.

The histograms (Figure 38) and their data highlight that the average error is reduced from
approximately 15.7 to about 5.0 cm, while the average of the maximum error is reduced from
21 to 6.4 cm. Considering that the car travels about 1.6 cm during one sampling step, we
can explain the di↵erence of about less than one cm between the four m/s at 240 Hz and
the static case. Furthermore, the static ground truth data is more sparse as not every single
possible viewpoint of the track is tested. Therefore the time o↵set between lidar detections
and the car’s position is by far the largest source of error. However, the most distinguished
distance error of 26.7 cm still needs to be explained as this significant error (compared to
the distribution of errors) can not be caused by the motion distortion. During the run, the
precision was measured to be 99.85% when the sampling rate was 240 Hz. We attribute this
error to cases where the lidar algorithm was not real-time capable due to the high frequency
of the raw data streaming in, and therefore the wrong time steps are associated in that case.
At 240 Hz, the algorithm would have to run in 4ms, but in practice, the end-to-end runtime
is around 12ms.

Since the computation of the global positions of the cones depends on several ROS topics,
like the cone positions and the position and orientation of the car, a considerable time o↵set
in between the two topics’ arrival can result in a compromised conversion from the local
cone detections to the global lidar position. To check for the possible resulting o↵set, we
consider the di↵erence between the ROS timestamps and the correlation between the ab-
solute di↵erence and the distance error. The lidar pipeline’s processing time is also taken
into account since a longer processing time will lead to the detection being matched with a
position that is after the point of the raw data that was processed. The o↵set could only
be an issue at the start/finish line where the obstacle cloud contains far more points due to
additional objects such as stands next to the track being detected. Due to the runtime of the
clustering algorithm being O(n2

⇤ log(n)), where n is the number of points in the obstacle
cloud, the processing time can rise from the average of about two milliseconds to around
30 milliseconds in that case. In that case, the kd-Tree insertion process could be further
optimized to allow for a lower runtime during insertion and search. This would not improve
the asymptotic complexity of the clustering algorithm, but it would improve the runtime of
the lower-order terms not captured in it.

Experiments showed that the simulator would sometimes send the same lidar output cloud
as in the time step before. This occurred about every 20-time steps and does result in large
errors, which is why consecutive time steps are compared and only taken into account when
the point cloud is di↵erent from the one before. Since the di↵erence between the ROS time-
stamps of the imu and lidar detection unit is within 80 µs of each other, which at four m/s
represents a traveled distance of far less than one centimeter, the processing time of the lidar
pattern recognition algorithm is considered more closely.
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Figure 39: Average distance error concerning the runtime of the lidar algorithm. The two
data points on the right side show two outlier cases where the lidar pipeline does not run in
real-time when the lidar frequency is 240 Hz.

Figure 39 shows no evident correlation between the runtime of the algorithm and the cones’
localization error. While this result is understandable for most of the over 100 thousand data
points (runtime is so fast that the car travels less than a centimeter during processing), the
two outliers (on the right side) still produce an average error of about 5 cm while running at
about 83 Hz (runtime of 12 ms) which is not real-time in this case. The Pearson/Spearmans
[79, 80] correlations of -0.011 and 0.043 prove that no general correlation exists. Due to the
accurate localization in the case of the, it should be suspected that there is a slight o↵set
between the lidar and imu data that is sent from the simulator.

Impact Of Forces Acting On The Car

As the pattern recognition algorithm does not take into account movements of the car body,
such as pitching or rolling, the impact of this simplification has to be quantified. In order
to do so, we can compare the error between ground truth and lidar detection by looking at
the error depending on the acceleration of the car and compare a full lap test run with the
error when the car is driving with constant speed in a straight line. Additionally, the lidar
frequency can be increased in order to minimize the impact of the time o↵set between lidar
and imu data by setting them to the same frequency.

Figure 40: Average localization error depending on the angular acceleration (left) and linear
acceleration (right).
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The plot on the right, which graphs the linear acceleration in relation to the average error,
shows the same results as our angular acceleration plot (on the left). The correlations be-
tween single components of the acceleration and the average/maximum error is logged in
Table 2.

Acceleration
Component

Pearson Correlation Spearman Correlation

angular-x 0.063 -0.008
angular-y -0.011 -0.066
angular-z -0.021 -0.029
linear-x 0.044 0.025
linear-y -0.044 -0.021
linear-z 0.016 0.061

Table 2: Pearson/Spearman correlations between distance error and acceleration values. Low
absolute values prove that no correlation exists.

Furthermore, the localization error of cones that are further away should be more prominent
since the impact of the angle the lidar is positioned at should rise with further distance. The
worst error of a localized cone at each time step is compared to the distance of the cone
from the car to find out about their correlations. Since no clear correlation is found, this
is neglectable, which is also due to the short-range required in the FSD competition (the
MIT/Delft team mentions a range of 12 m for their lidar pipeline).

Figure 41: Maximum localization error depending on the distance of the cones. The lidar
localization is equally capable when cones are further away from the car. The measured
range is based on the 12 meter range which was mentioned by the MIT/Delft team at the
FSG Wamyo Driverless workshop [4].

As a combination of specific values could also cause the few error outliers to happen, t-SNE
[81] is utilized to find outliers. It decreases higher dimensional, normalized data into 2D em-
beddings. The data consists of imu outputs, the car’s orientation, the distance of the cone
with the maximum error and the speed of the car, the lidar processing time, and the o↵set
between the ROS timestamps of the two topics. The labels are binary, with an average error
larger than 15 cm being marked as red (Figure 42). However, we do not find any significant
outliers using this approach, even when di↵erent combinations of data are used as input.
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Figure 42: Higher dimensional simulator data reduced to 2D embeddings with t-SNE. The
outliers with high distance errors do not follow a general trend.

Comparison Static/Dynamic and impact of each error @ 4m/s
Static Case Average Error in [cm] Average Maximum Er-

ror in [cm]
Pattern Recognition 4.44 5.43
Dynamic Error Sources Average Error impact in

[cm]
Average Maximum Er-
ror impact in [cm]

Motion Distortion n/a n/a
Time/Measurement O↵sets ⇠ 11.34 ⇠ 14.75
Acceleration < 0.1 < 0.1
Dynamic Case Average Error in [cm] Average Maximum Er-

ror in [cm]
Resulting 15.78 21.02

Table 3: The analysis of di↵erent error sources shows that the main contribution is a time
o↵set between lidar and imu signals in the simulator. Due to the fact that the rotation of
the lidar mirror is not simulated, the error is not considered here. We attribute a neglectable
error to acceleration forces acting on the car.

The average impact is computed by taking the di↵erence between the static case and the
dynamic testing case. Considering that the motion distortion does not exist as the lidar
rotation is not implemented in Microsoft Airsim and therefore not in the Formula Student
Driverless simulator, this error is set to n/a. In addition to that, correlation values between
the error of the predicted cone positions and acceleration values show that the distance error
is also not due to the car body’s roll, pitch, or yaw movements.
When considering that the cones’ localization error drops when the lidar frequency is in-
creased, it may be the case that the simulator internally has an asynchronous o↵set between
the lidar point cloud and the position of the car that is sent out. This would explain why
the ROS timestamps are within a microsecond range, but the localization error still drops
when the frequency of the lidar and positioning ROS messages are closer to each other.

Some instances of higher error (maximum error of 26.7 cm when the lidar frequency is
raised to 240 Hz) can be attributed to these time o↵sets as well since the impact of forces
caused by acceleration does not show a quantifiable impact. The correlations of accelerations
and distance (an angled lidar position leads to more significant errors when a cone is further
away) impacts prove this as well.
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2.5 Synchronizing the Simulator Signals

After the experiments concluded that the distance error was likely due to an o↵set between
lidar and positioning signals, it was found out that the simulator does not deliver the po-
sitioning signal at the specified 240 Hz at all times. Unfortunately, the simulator does not
change the imu update rate as it is fixed in the imported sensor model for the imu signal.
Therefore the simulator does not run in real-time relative to the high refresh rate of the imu
data. To fix this, the simulator itself is slowed down so that all the signals can be processed
correctly. The results for average and maximum errors are shown in the histogram plots
(Figure 43) and Table 4.

Figure 43: Average (left) and maximum error (right) histograms for predictions at each time
step. Synchronizing the simulator data results in the error values being within one centimeter
to the static case (see Figure 37).

Type of Metric Average Error Maximum Error
count 6147 6147
mean 5.16 cm 6.57 cm
std 2.23 cm 3.8 cm
min 3.37 cm 4.3 cm
25% 4.24 cm 5.1 cm
50% 4.5 cm 5.3 cm
75% 4.79 cm 5.7 cm
max 19.88 cm 39.49 cm

Table 4: Average error and maximum error values over all time steps. By synchronizing the
simulator signals, the dynamic error is reduced and is within one centimeter of the errors
measured in the static testing scenario (Figure 37). The 25%, 50% and 75% values correspond
to the quartiles [77].

As Table 4 and the histograms in Figure 43 show, the average error and maximum error at
each time step drop from 15.78 cm and 21.02 cm to 4.5 cm and 6.57 cm, respectively. These
values only present a 0.3 cm and 0.3 cm increase when compared to the static error. However,
a maximum error of 39.49 cm still occurs. The significant error may be due to the same
point cloud being sent out in consecutive time steps as addressed before. Due to an update
of the simulator in between this and the last steps, consecutive signals were not checked for
equality. Therefore, the error could be further reduced when omitting signals that equal the
previous time step’s signals. Considering that the car travels about 40 cm in one lidar time
step, this explains the maximum error of 39.49 cm. Predicted cones with a distance error
of above 1 meter would be considered false positives. However, after synchronizing position
and lidar data, the number of false positives is equal to zero. Due to that, the precision for
cone detection is 100% in the simulation.
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2.6 Testing with the Real Lidar Sensor

After the pipeline was tested in the simulator, real-world tests were performed in and outside
of the laboratory with the Velodyne VLP 16 sensor. In order to simulate the right senor
positions, a testing setup was built in previous projects. This allows simulating the sensor’s
positions as they would be on the real Formula Student race car (Figure 44). For dynamic
testing, the Jetson Xavier and the sensors are powered using a conventional battery so the
test setup can be moved around the laboratory.

Figure 44: Testing setup with lidar and camera sensors. The lidar is mounted in the front,
and the camera is mounted right behind and above it.

Figure 45: The image displays the lidar point cloud. Green points are detected as ground
points, while red points are detected as obstacle cloud points. Detected objects are marked as
bounding boxes. Only one of the yellow cones is not detected due to occlusion. For better
understanding, the camera view is shown in Figure 46.
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The lidar clustering output in Figure 45 shows the detection of cones in the lidar point cloud.
The cones were grouped, as shown in Figure 46. It should be mentioned that the clustering
output is achieved without changing the parameters that were set in the simulation. There-
fore the sim2real transfer of the lidar sensor works very well.

Figure 46: Camera view of the cones detected in Figure 45

The ground truth values can be measured when the test setup is static at the same point
the whole time using the test setup. Testing for ground truth values in a dynamic scenario
like it is done with the simulator would require a working pose estimation of the car, which
does not exist at this point.

Figure 47: Pose estimation error of the cone positions predicted by the lidar pipeline. The
ground truth positions are measured manually and then compared to the predicted lidar po-
sitions, therefore the data points shown are accurate within a few centimeters. For pose
estimation, the lidar Pipeline outperforms camera based approaches (see Figure 48 and Fig-
ure 63) and achieves an up to 2-3 times lower pose estimation at higher distances. The
higher distance error compared to the simulation tests (about 14 cm vs about 7 cm maxi-
mum) is attributed to measurement errors and the fact that the lidar sensor configured in the
simulation environment [2] has a higher vertical resolution than the Velodyne VLP16 [9].

2.7 Conclusion Lidar

To summarize, the lidar pipeline achieves accurate cone detection and pose estimation while
running in real-time. The lidar pipeline allows for centimeter level accuracy and therefore
serves as a solid foundation for downstream tasks such as sensor fusion and trajectory plan-
ning. Moreover, lidar-based cone position estimation is more accurate than camera-based
methods (see Figure 48 and Figure 63). Most importantly, the lidar pipeline was almost
exclusively developed in simulation [2] and successfully deployed on the real sensor. This
approach allowed for faster development and testing.
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3 Camera Pipeline

3.1 MIT Benchmark

The design of the camera pipeline follows the architecture design outlined in Section 1. The
following will give some insights on the paper and analyze the monocular image processing
pipeline to show its strengths and weaknesses and lay the fundamentals for an improved
image processing pipeline. The paper [3] introduces this highly performing camera pipeline
which achieves the following object detection performance:

Classes mAP @0.5 Recall Precision
All (dataset is only single class) 89.35% 92.77% 86.94%

Table 5: Performance of the MIT YOLOv3 [35] classifier [3] on an internal single class
dataset

The authors also provide a plot for static depth estimation of the cones to eliminate state
estimation errors and test the depth estimation in an isolated way. The monocular depth
estimation is only calculated to a range of up to ten meters. The MIT/Delft team also uses
a stereo camera for the depth estimation above a distance of ten meters.

Figure 48: Cone pose estimation performance of the MIT monocular and stereo cameras
[3]. The monocular camera pipeline is validated on cones with a distance of up to ten meters
away. The error between ground truth position and predicted position is computed with L2-
norm.

Additionally, the authors also outline the runtime performance of the architecture, as seen
in Figure 49. In their experiments, it is assumed that a 20 Hz camera is used, causing a
frame-to-frame delay of 50 ms. As this work also uses a 20 Hz camera [8] running in ROS
[74], the frame to frame delay and mono image processing time will not be compared. It
should be assumed that when using a ROS driver such as the widespread Basler Pylon driver
[82] an image can be received at a stable frame rate of 20 Hz. In this case, the mono image
preprocessing is reduced to converting the ROS image topic to an OpenCV [83] image via
the ROS image bridge. This conversion runs in less than one millisecond. Looking further
down the stream, the object detection with YOLOv3 runs in about 40 ms, and the Rektnet
Keypoint Detector [3], and depth estimation has a runtime of about 47 ms. This brings
the end-to-end runtime of the vision pipeline to 87 ms and thus does not allow for real-time
processing of the image frames as a runtime of 50 ms would be required to do so with a
camera running at a frame rate of 20Hz.
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In their paper [3], the authors also mention that the YOLOv3 [35] object detection architec-
ture and RektNet Keypoint Extractor are running with Nvidia TensorRT [84] acceleration
which is an optimized compute framework for neural network inference running on top of the
Nvidia CUDA [85] and CUDNN [86] frameworks. Thanks to this, the implementation of the
chosen architecture is already highly optimized, and significant runtime improvements can
not be gained by modifying the implementation, especially since int8 quantization is used
for both YOLOv3 and RektNet.
Because of this, it should be considered that the combination of current architectures will
not be able to allow for a camera pipeline with an end-to-end runtime of under 50 ms. When
analyzing the monocular camera processing pipeline, the main bottlenecks are found to be
the YOLOv3 object detector (40 ms runtime) and the depth estimation (47 ms in total with
RektNet).

Nevertheless, the highly e�cient RektNet architecture (about 15 ms runtime) can serve
as a keypoint detector in combination with di↵erent depth estimation and object detection
approach in order to create a pipeline that runs in real-time. Moreover, the high mAP,
precision, and recall metrics of the YOLOv3 architecture by MIT serve as an orientation for
a low latency object detector. Similarly, the MIT monocular depth estimation allows for the
accurate localization of cones within a ten-meter range from the car and serves as a good
benchmark.

Hence, the image processing pipeline’s goal is to allow for real-time capable processing,
which can achieve metrics on the same level as the MIT approach. In order to so, the
slightly modified RektNet architecture of MIT, as suggested in Section 1, is kept. The ob-
ject detector and depth estimation techniques are developed with real-time performance in
mind and optimized accordingly.

Di↵erent object detector methods and architectures will be compared to propose the most
suitable one in the following subsections. This architecture is then trained on the two dif-
ferent Formula Student datasets and compared to the YOLOv3 architecture, which MIT
uses.

Figure 49: Runtime performance of the MIT Pipeline [3]. The end-to-end runtime of the
monocular pipeline is 87 ms. 50 ms would be required to perform in real time when a camera
is running at 20 Hz.
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3.2 Evaluation of Object Detection Architectures

In Section 1, di↵erent methods for object detection are summarized and outlined. These
methods are mainly two-stage detectors, one-stage detectors, and transformer based meth-
ods. When comparing these di↵erent methods in general, each category’s more popular
architectures can serve as rough examples to deduce information about general benchmark-
ing performance, runtime during inference, and metrics concerning certain types of object
properties such as the object detection of small or large objects. As the number of pa-
rameters is relatively large compared to our datasets with a few thousand images, transfer
learning is used to maximize the object detector’s performance. This is by reason of the large
number of training examples required to fit a model with millions of parameters. A rule of
thumb by Goodfellow et al. [87] states that as of 2016, modern neural networks “achieve
acceptable performance with around 5000 labeled examples per category and will match or
exceed human performance with a dataset containing at least 10 million labeled examples”.
The most popular example for exceeding human error in computer vision is represented by
the 2015 ImageNet [88] challenge, when ResNet [37] exceeded human error [89] with 1.2
million training examples. Although the exact number to reach human error may be highly
dependent on the task and dataset, the notion still holds that many training examples are
required to reach high performance with neural network architecture. Several problems of
neural networks partially cause this. Convolutional Neural Networks, specifically, do not
build a parse tree for object relationships and are unable to generalize to novel viewpoints
according to [90].

While part of this problem can be improved with data augmentation techniques [91] and
carefully curated datasets, transfer learning [92] allows to use of weights pre-trained on
other datasets which belong to a similar image domain. In view of the popularity of the
Microsoft COCO benchmark, [17], new architectures are mostly compared to other detector
architectures by submitting results computed on the test set of the MS COCO benchmark.
Hence, the most popular open-source implementations [25, 93] provide pre-trained weights
for the MS COCO dataset. These pre-trained architectures already possess high feature
extraction capabilities, especially in the early network layers, which learn low-level features
such as simple edges or shapes. Thus, the pre-trained weights serve as a good foundation,
and the architecture or parts of it can be fine tuned on a new dataset with comparatively
few labeled examples. A comparison between MS COCO and the FSOCO dataset in Table 6
proves that the MS COCO dataset’s size and complexity are several magnitudes higher than
the FSOCO dataset. Furthermore, the MS COCO dataset contains a wide range of di↵erent
classes, whereas the FSOCO dataset only labels di↵erent types of cones. This di↵erence is
documented in the third row of the comparison (Table 6) “# of categorical classes”.

Type of Metric FSOCO MS COCO 2020
# of images 3700 328 000
# of classes 5 80
# of categorical classes 1 80
# of labeled boxes 65 230 > 2.5 Million
# of test boxes 8215 > 300 000
# mAP@0.5 of YOLOv3 86.7% 63.0%

Table 6: Comparison between the FSOCO and MS COCO 2020 datasets.

In addition to the sheer size di↵erence in the number of images, number of labeled bounding
boxes, number of bounding boxes, and number of bounding boxes in the test set, we compare
the mAP@0.5 of YOLOv3 [94] on the MS COCO test-dev set to the mAP@0.5 on the FSOCO
test set. The di↵erence in performance is evident here as the mAP@0.5 is 23.7% higher on
the FSOCO test set.
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Figure 50: MS COCO object detection test-dev results [95]. The green line represents the
best performing models at each point in time. Two-stage detectors are marked in blue on the
green line, one-stage detectors are kept in green. This labeling is only done for the state-of-
the-art models, which lie on the green line. Because transformer methods like Deformable
DETR [96], an improved version of DETR, have never reached the top spot, the performance
of Deformable DETR is marked as a red point on the graph.

Model COCO AP APs real time capable* category+

Cascade E↵-B7 NAS-FPN 57.3% n/a no 1
YOLOV4 P7 55.8% 38.1% no 2
E�cientDet-D7x 55.4% 37.2% no 2
Deformable DETR 52.3% 34.4% no 4
Matrix Nets 47.8% 29.7% no 3
YOLOv4 45.5% 27.0% yes 2
Faster R-CNN 43.9% 65.7% no 3
YOLOv3 33.0% n/a yes 2

Table 7: Performance metrics of di↵erent neural network architectures on the MS COCO
test-dev set
* a model is deemed to be real-time capable when it can run on an Nvidia Jetson Xavier
AGX [7] embedded computer in real-time

+ categories:
1 = two-stage detector
2 = one-stage detector anchor-based
3 = one-stage detector keypoint-based
4= transformer

Table 7 shows the state-of-the-art object detectors and their performance with respect to
the overall COCO AP and APs, which stand for small bounding boxes. This metric can
help understand the FSOCO dataset’s performance, which contains objects that are mostly
smaller than 30⇥ 30 pixels.
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Given the performance of di↵erent architectures on the MSCOCO [17] benchmark and run-
time performance of these architectures, a suitable object detector is chosen. While the
state-of-the-art two-stage detectors like Cascade E↵-B7 NAS-FPN [97] and one-stage de-
tectors such as YOLOv4 P7 [98] generally perform on a similarly high level, the design of
two-stage detectors leads to significantly slower inference speeds. In fact, Faster R-CNN [24]
runs at about 6 FPS, while YOLOv4 [34] has an inference time of 53 FPS and up to 150 FPS
when accelerated with the GPU version of OpenCV and tkDNN [99], a deep neural network
library for GPU acceleration with CUDNN and TensorRT. Even though Faster R-CNN’s
slower runtime could suggest that it has higher feature extraction capabilities, Faster R-
CNN performs slightly worse than YOLOv4 [34] on the MS COCO test-dev set AP. Hence,
with this significant di↵erence in inference speed, two-stage detectors are not suitable for
this application.

Similarly, transformer architectures, which are still at the beginning of their research cycle
(DETR was introduced less than one year ago) but are already showing promising results,
run a lot slower than one-stage detectors. The vanilla version of DETR, which has a COCO
AP of 42% (12% slower than Deformable DETR and 3.3% lower than YOLOv4), runs with
about 30 FPS on a server GPU. Consequently, transformer architectures are not suitable
for this particular use case at this point. Another disadvantage of transformers for object
detection is the lack of support in the open-source community due to their novelty and worse
performance on smaller objects as mentioned in [50].

Due to this, the possible architectures are part of the one-stage detector category. As ex-
plained in Section 1, these methods can be divided into the more well known anchor-based
architectures such as E�cientDet [31], YOLOv4 [34, 98], NAS-FPN [100], SpineNet [101]
and Single Shot Detectors [30] and the less common keypoint based detectors such as Corner-
Net [26] and MatrixNets [28]. While the advantage of keypoint-based detectors is removing
handcrafted methods like anchor boxes and non-max suppression, they underperform in com-
parison to anchor-based methods. MatrixNets, the highest performing keypoint method that
is not real-time capable, only slightly passes the vanilla YOLOv4 architecture on the COCO
test-dev set but is significantly slower during inference than the faster YOLOv4 P7. In view
of this, anchor-based single-stage object detectors are most suitable for this task. With
the runtime constraints of an embedded GPU, larger architectures such as Scaled YOLOv4
(YOLOv4 P7), SpineNet, NAS-FPN, and E�cientDet D7-x are not able to meet the require-
ments. However, smaller architectures like E�cientDet D0, SSD, and YOLOv4 all represent
possible choices. SSD was the first architecture to lead on the COCO test-dev since Paper-
swithCode has started documenting the benchmark. Therefore it is quite a way o↵ from
the state-of-the-art real-time detectors (COCO AP of 28.0%). Thus, the choice of possible
architectures can be narrowed down to smaller baseline models of E�cientDet and YOLOv4.

When comparing YOLOv4 and E�cientDet, it has to be stated that only the most miniature
E�cientDet models (D0 and D1) may be able to fulfill the hardware constraints. The same
goes for the YOLOv4 architecture, where the YOLOv4 tiny model may have to be used in
order to beat the runtime of the MIT Yolov3, which has a similar runtime as displayed in
the MS COCO object detection graph. Due to the runtime advantage of YOLOv4 compared
to E�cientDet and its higher COCO AP, it is the architecture of choice for real-time detec-
tion on a Jetson Xavier GPU. YOLOv4 tiny reaches an mAP@0.5 of 40.4% while YOLOv4
reaches 65.7% and YOLOv3 reaches 57.9%. As YOLOv4 is implemented in CUDA C++, the
YOLOv5 architecture [93] is a better alternative for long-term support and implementation
of own functionalities.
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Figure 51: Object detection performance of di↵erent one-stage detector architectures in com-
parison to their runtime. Detection performance is measured with the COCO AP on the
MS COCO test-dev set. Accurate real time object detection is a trade o↵ between inference
speed and accuracy in general, but innovation in the field allows for faster and more accurate
detection. Thus, YOLOv4-P6 [98] beats E�cientDet-D7 [31] while being 3.7 times faster
(red line). [102]

The YOLOv5 architecture is based on YOLOv4 and o↵ers four di↵erent sized models, with
the small model reaching a mAP@0.5 of 55.6% and the most significant model reaching
68.7%. Although there is quite a lot of controversy around the YOLOv5 model on the
grounds that it does not have a published paper, the results and the fact that Scaled YOLOv4
[103] - which is the best performing model on the MS COCO test-dev set without using extra
training data - uses its implementation speak for themselves.

Figure 52: Object detection performance of the YOLOv5 architectures [93] in comparison
to E�cientDet [31]. YOLOv5 beats the smaller E�cientDet models (D0,D1,D2) in runtime
e�ciency while being equally accurate.
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3.3 Object Detection of Cones

By virtue of the low inference of YOLOv5s, it is a superior model to the normal YOLOv4 for
this use case as it does allow for a real-time capable pipeline on the Jetson Xavier AGX. Fur-
thermore, while the low latency YOLOv4-tiny architecture is substantially faster (1700 FPS
vs. 450 FPS on a desktop GPU), the mAP@0.5 is about 15% lower than the one of YOLOv5s.

YOLOv5s is initialized with the MS COCO dataset’s pre-trained weight, and all layers
are unfrozen and retrained with the training dataset of FSOCO. In order to account for the
di↵erent number of classes (5 vs. 8), the YOLO head is adjusted accordingly.

In order to allow for the better integration of testing functions, simplification of the train-
ing code, and better long-term support, the training and testing code is refactored in a
structure that resembles the one of Pytorch Lightning [104]. Yolov5s is then retrained with
the standard hyperparameters and data augmentation techniques [34], using mixed-precision
training [105], and SGD with momentum [106] and stepwise weight decay.

The results for each class are shown in Table 8. As the unknown cones are small cones
that do not mark the track limits at the actual competition, they are hard to learn (as the
low mAP, precision, and recall metrics indicate) and not part of the class to be detected dur-
ing competition. Therefore the “All except unknown” category serves as a reference point
for judging the performance.

Classes mAP @0.5 Recall Precision
All 83.9% 72.4% 68.1%
Blue Cone 95.1% 82.7% 78.0%
Yellow Cone 94.6% 80.9% 78.0%
Orange Cone 93.2% 76.6% 76.3%
Large Orange Cone 95.0% 82.6% 79.6%
Unknown Cone 31.5% 39.4% 28.6%
All Except Unknown 94.5% 80.7% 78.0%

Table 8: Performance results on classes of the FSOCO test set by a Yolo5vs model trained
on FSOCO.“All Except Unknown” are all classes without the “Unknown Cones” class. The
image input size is 640⇥ 640⇥ 3. Due to ressource constraints, the standard hyperparmeters
suggested for the architecture [93] were used and no hyperparameter search was run.

Looking at the metrics achieved, the mAP@0.5 at 86.8%, precision of 83.3%, and recall of
82.2% are within 2.54%, 4.73%, and 10.57% the performance of the MIT YOLOv3 classifier.
Because of the additional labeling of tags for each cone type, we can further check for the
average achieved across each tag category. Calculating the average IoU is inspired by the
MIT paper and for the sake of the fact that mAP, precision, and recall values which cannot
be calculated as tags, are not predicted in the classifier. Therefore calculating the average
IoU across examples serves as a good metric in this case. The results clearly show that
normal cones, knocked over cones and cones with the tag “Sticker Band Removed” are all
detected reasonably well. However, occlusions are more di�cult to handle, and therefore
the average IoU drops when cones are overlapping. This is a well-known problem in object
detection [107] and represents a focal point of current research.

Tag Type Average
IoU

Number of Targets

Sticker Band Removed 84.2% 428
Knocked Over 75.8% 96
Truncated 50.2% 944
Normal 71.2% 6923

Table 9: Performance results on the FSOCO test set with respect to di↵erent tag categories.
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Following the approach outlined in Section 1 for computing the mAP@0.5, a precision-recall
curve can be plotted for each class (see Section 1.2.6). The full mAP is then obtained by
weighting the average of all class mAPs according to the number of examples that occur. As
already emphasized previously, the unknown objects are detected worse as a result of their
high amount of di�culty.

Figure 53: mAP curve of the YOLOv5 architecture [93] trained on the FSOCO test set.
The mAP on objects relevant for the competition is relatively high at 86.8%. Objects of the
“unknown class” represent a challenge.

In order to judge the performance of the YOLOv5s model, YOLOv5x and YOLOv3 are also
trained on the FSOCO dataset for comparison. Furthermore, these models are compared to
Scaled YOLOv4-P5, which is a smaller version of the best performing model on MS COCO
without training data (Scaled YOLOv4-P7) and therefore serves as a comparison for the
state of the art performance when the runtime is not a hard constraint.

The models are tested on 480 images of the FSOCO dataset. In comparison, YOLOv5s
performs on par with YOLOv3 when it comes to mAP but shows a slower precision and
recall score. This means that even though precision and recall are lower with YOLOv5s,
it performs as stable as YOLOv3 when comparing the architectures over all test examples.
The high performance of YOLOv3 is by virtue of the use of the YOLOv3 implementation of
Ultralytics [94]. While this architecture is based on YOLOv3, it is still a supported reposi-
tory and has been improved continuously. Therefore it achieves a COCO AP, which is about
10% higher (43.3%) than the original YOLOv3 model (33.0%) from 2018. The comparison
with the Ultralytics model is made because the MIT team also used this implementation in
their paper [3]. While YOLOv3 achieves slightly higher Precision and recall scores, it has
a 2.24 slower inference speed than YOLOv5s in Pytorch. YOLOv5s also have about ten
times fewer parameters than YOLOv3. Therefore YOLOv5s is the superior model, driven
by recent improvements in data augmentation [34], inference optimization [36] and model
scaling [31, 100].
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The benchmarking shows that YOLOv5x outperforms its smaller baseline model, YOLOv5s.
Furthermore, Scaled YOLOv4-P5, which ranks 6th on the MS COCO test-dev set (excluding
models trained with extra data), achieves the highest mAP, precision, and recall while run-
ning in real-time on a desktop GPU (41 FPS) [108]. For consistency reasons, mAP values are
all computed with the mAP calculation implementation of the Ultralytics repositories [93,
94] which is also used in the o�cial YOLOv4 Scaled implementation [98]. For each architec-
ture’s precision and recall results, the confidence threshold is set to a value that results in
a reasonable tradeo↵ between both values. The IoU threshold is kept at the out-of-the-box
values.

Architecture mAP@0.5 Precision Recall Conf./IoU
Thresh

YOLOv5s 86.8% 83.3% 82.2% 0.23/0.6
YOLOv5x 88.5% 86.2% 83.8% 0.3/0.6
YOLOv3 86.7% 87.5% 84.0% 0.2/0.6
Scaled YOLOv4 P5 89.86% 88.84% 87.03% 0.34/0.65

Table 10: Metrics of di↵erent architectures on the FSOCO test set. YOLOv5s comes reason-
ably close to the performance of larger models like Scaled YOLOv4 P5, while running about
ten times faster and also performs similar to YOLOv3 while running over two times faster.
The image input size is 640⇥ 640⇥ 3 for all architectures except Scaled YOLOv4-P5 which
uses 896⇥ 896⇥ 3. Due to ressource constraints, the standard hyperparmeters suggested for
the architectures [93, 94] were used and no hyperparameter search was run.

As there is still a gap between the performance of object detection architectures on the
FSOCO dataset and the metrics provided by MIT, YOLOv5s and YOLOv3 are also trained
on the open versions of the MIT datasets. This yields the results shown in Table 11.

Architecture mAP@0.5 Precision Recall Conf./IoU
Thresh

YOLOv5s 93.5% 88.1% 86.4% 0.4/0.6
YOLOv3 92.4% 89.4% 86.3% 0.36/0.6

Table 11: Results on the MIT Test set of di↵erent architectures. YOLOv5s performs similar
to the larger and slower YOLOv3 model, the results found in Table 9 are therefore confirmed
on a di↵erent dataset. The image input size is 640⇥ 640⇥ 3. Due to ressource constraints,
the standard hyperparmeters suggested for the architectures [93, 94] were used and no hyper-
parameter search was run.

The same pattern is seen in this case, with YOLOv5s and YOLOv3 reaching relatively equal
performance numbers. Training on the MIT dataset, we achieve very similar numbers to the
MIT team’s ones in their paper. These numbers are shown in Table 5.

In comparison to MIT’s in-house results on their dataset, the YOLOv5s classifier beats the
mAP@0.5 by about 4 percent, precision by about 1.5 percent, and reaches an around 6 per-
cent lower recall. According to videos and images shown by the MIT team, various classes
are labeled in the closed version of the MIT dataset [3] which may also contain more train-
ing examples. However, we do not have access to this dataset. Therefore the comparison
between the closed version and open version of the MIT dataset is only accurate up to a
certain degree. Considering that the mAP di↵erence between the FSOCO single class and
mutli class detection is within a 1.5% to 4.2% range, the results are still fairly comparable
if the MIT results reflect the training on di↵erent classes. The results with YOLOv3 are
equally competitive again, and a pattern similar to one of the FSOCO dataset results is
observed.

As a consequence of the higher metrics on the MIT dataset, a lower number of classes,
and a di↵erent labeling philosophy, one has to wonder whether the MIT dataset is easier to
learn. Therefore, the YOLOv5s classifier is also trained on the FSOCO dataset, which is
forced into a single class mode.
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The FSOCO dataset results in single class mode prove that the gap is narrowed down further
(within 1% to 3% range across all metrics) by cause of the lower complexity of the detection
task.

Classes mAP @0.5 Precision Recall
All 91.2% 85.9% 83.7%

Table 12: Performance of the YOLOv5s classifier trained on the FSOCO dataset in single
class mode. The reduced complexity of one vs 5 classes closes the performance gap of detectors
on FSOCO compared to the performance on the MIT dataset. The image input size is
640⇥ 640⇥ 3.

To test each object detector’s ability to extrapolate and generalize to other datasets, the
trained single class YOLOv5s models can then be tested on the test set of the dataset they
have not been trained on. This means that the YOLOv5s model trained on FSOCO single
class is tested on the MIT open version test set, and the YOLOv5s model trained on the
MIT dataset is tested on the FSOCO dataset in single class mode.

The YOLOv5s architecture trained on the MIT dataset (Table 13) achieves good perfor-
mance with an about 9% lower mAP@0.5, 6% lower precision, and 11% lower recall than
the detector trained on the FSOCO single class dataset.

Classes mAP @0.5 Precision Recall
All 82.3% 79.4% 72.8%

Table 13: Performance of YOLOv5s trained on MIT data tested on FSOCO single class.
The model performs well on the test set of the FSOCO dataset in single class mode, even
though it was trained on the MIT dataset. The image input size is 640⇥ 640⇥ 3.

Although the classifier trained on the MIT dataset achieves good performance when being
tested on the FSOCO dataset, YOLOv5s trained on the FSOCO dataset achieves a better
generalization performance, topping the YOLOv5s model trained on MIT and tested on
FSOCO single class in all categories except for precision.

Classes mAP @0.5 Precision Recall
All 86.2% 78.5% 80.5%

Table 14: Performance of the YOLOv5s trained on FSOCO single class tested on MIT. The
model performs better on the test set of the MIT dataset than the model in Table 12 on the
FSOCO single class datset. This is probably because of the higher variety and more accurate
labeling of FSOCO. The image input size is 640⇥ 640⇥ 3.

In this case, the precision is only lower because the YOLOv5s results trained on MIT are
traded o↵ for good precision. By reason of this confidence setting, a more reasonable preci-
sion/recall tradeo↵ would lead to the YOLOv5s model trained on FSOCO achieving a better
cross dataset generalization across all three metrics. In view of the better performance of
the model trained on FSOCO, the FSOCO dataset, which incorporates data of six teams
and even more di↵erent camera types, is a more general representation with a wider variety
of images. This makes the dataset harder to learn but allows for better performance on
unseen image types. In comparison to that, the model trained on the MIT dataset - while
still performing reasonably well - is more likely to overfit on the training data and therefore
generalizes worse when facing unseen data. However, in theory, better performance on the
MIT test set should yield better performance on the FSOCO dataset. This phenomenon has
been proven with datasets like ImageNet [88] and CIFAR [109] in the paper “Do ImageNet
Classifiers Generalize to ImageNet?” [110].
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After reaching a good performance on the test set, the YOLOv5s model is ported to Nvidia
TensorRT [84] via the use Wang-Xinyu’s tensorrtx repository [111]. Porting the model to
TensorRT allows for a 2-3x speedup when comparing the regular Pytorch code to the FP16
quantized TensorRT model. FP16 is chosen for the reason that the model was already trained
in FP16 mode, and therefore no calibration is required for successful embedded deployment
as it would be the case with int8 quantization. Furthermore, the FP16 model already runs
in about 15 ms, which is 25ms faster than YOLOv3 with int8 calibration (40 ms) as used
by the MIT paper. Therefore the TensorRT model of YOLOv5s is fast enough to allow for
a real-time capable camera pipeline. The quantized model is tested in simulation and on
unseen data in the laboratory. While no large simulator dataset or dataset with data of our
own camera has been created, the visual analysis of many testing examples and labeling of
a few dozen images shows that the simple simulation environment represents no challenge
for the object detector (Figure 55) and the performance on real-world data on par with the
results on the FSOCO test set.

Figure 54: Object detection on real image data, all objects are detected correctly

Figure 55 shows the object detection in combination with the keypoint detector (blue points
inside the boxes) running in the simulator. Thus, the constraints in porting Pytorch models
to TensorRT the keypoint detector’s batch size is limited to ten in this case. Therefore not
all bounding boxes are processed in further steps, even though more than ten objects are
detected.

Figure 55: Object detection and keypoint extraction running in the Formula Student Driver-
less Simulator [2]
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3.4 Keypoint Detection

3.4.1 Backbone Comparison

To compare the current ResNet backbone with another possible approach, the ResNet [37]
model is compared to a CSP [36] style backbone. CSPNet blocks are known to reduce com-
pute by up to 50% while performing about the same or even better than vanilla ResNet or
DenseNet [112] blocks. In summary, this is achieved by splitting the feature maps depth-
wise, resulting in an increased number of gradient paths during backpropagation [113] and
improved inference time as half of the feature maps are passed through a bottleneck connec-
tion instead of taking the path through the architectures ResNet or DenseNet block. The
paper [36] visualizes this for DenseNet as illustrated in Figure 56.

Figure 56: DenseNet block and CSPDenseNet block [36]. By splitting the feature maps
depthwise, runtime performance and gradient flow are improved with the CSPDenseNet block.

For comparison, the dataset is split into train/test/val splits of 0.7/0.15/0.15 and the archi-
tectures are trained with random hyperparameter search as mentioned in Section 1.

Backbone Architecture L2-Error Inference Time
Batch Size 10

Inference Time
Batch Size 1

ResNet 60.23 50.08 ms 8.99 ms
CSPResNet 57.38 26.15 ms 6.77 ms
NFNet 57.45 52.56 ms 10.63 ms

Table 15: Performance of the modified ResNet-based RektNet suggested in Section 1 compared
to CSPResNet [36] and NFNet [114] backbones. All models are trained with Adam [115] and
random hyperparameter search [58]. The depth and width of all models is the same. Both
CSPResNet and NFNet outperform ResNet by a few percent. We expect that the usage of an
NFNet backbone has more potential as it was not trained with the adaptive gradient clipping
method suggested in its paper [114]. This is due to the fact that [114] was just released
a few weeks ago and therefore does not have extensive PyTorch support yet [116], as the
original paper was implemented in JAX [117]. The inference times are measured by running
1000 inference steps and then averaging them. One should keep in mind that the runtime
di↵erences may be smaller in TensorRT. The input image size for all models is 3⇥ 80⇥ 80.

As shown in Table 15, both CSPResNet and NFNet outperform the modified version of
the MIT ResNet backbone [3]. Nevertheless, NFNet is 5% and 18% more computationally
expensive respectively. In addition to that, NFNet is a novel architecture as of the time of
writing and therefore its layer types are not supported by ONNX [118] and TensorRT [84] yet.
Hence, TensorRT support for an NFNet backbone would require extending both the ONNX
and TensorRT framework. In comparison to that, CSPResNet also outperforms ResNet in
inference speed and is 48% and 25% faster respectively. Because of this, CSPResNet is a
more suitable backbone, in view of the fact that it outperforms ResNet across the board.
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3.4.2 Model Deployment with Batched Inference and TensorRT

To precisely predict the position of objects within the image, each bounding box is extracted
and fed into a keypoint extractor network to predict seven key points on the edge of the
cone, as explained in detail in Section 1. Since several objects are detected in each frame,
processing several bounding boxes in one inference would be advantageous concerning the
keypoint detection runtime. Therefore images are preprocessed to a size of 80⇥80 pixels and
normalized to pixel values ranging from 0 to 1 and then processed as a batch. The process
of batch inference of the keypoint detector is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57: Illustration of batched inference with 5 images using the RektNet keypoint ex-
tractor. The keypoints in all images are detected in a single inference step.

Batching the keypoints is vital for real-time inference as multiple objects are detected within
each frame. Furthermore, the RektNet neural network’s weights with the performance out-
lined in Section 1 are ported to TensorRT FP16 format for optimized inference. In an optimal
case, the number of images in a batch would be equal to the number of detected objects.
Nonetheless, when converting Pytorch weights to the TensorRT format, this is not possible
due to limitations of the ONNX [118] data format, which is necessary to convert weights from
PyTorch to TensorRT. ONNX is an open-source format that allows for converting computa-
tional graphs and serves as an in-between step when converting the computational graph of
a neural network from PyTorch to TensorRT, as visualized in Figure 58.

Figure 58: Conversion of a PyTorch model to Nvidia TensorRT format, which requires the
conversion to ONNX format as an intermediate step. Only the Tensorflow framework [119]
allows for direct conversion from trained weights to TensorRT.
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Due to this limitation of ONNX, the batch size has to be fixed to a static number. In view
of that, it is best to select a higher number as a batch size like ten. Batching allows the
processing of objects closer to the car while ensuring real-time inference. Comparing the
processing time of a di↵erent batch sizes with a batch size of 1 in Python TensorRT results
in the following runtimes:

Figure 59: Runtime advantage of batched inference in relation to repeated inference with a
batch size of one on the keypoint detector. With a batch size of 10, batched inference is ten
5.7 times faster than repeated single batch inference.

Batched inference (blue curve) clearly allows for a significant runtime advantage by utilizing
the GPU e�ciently when compared to the alternative, which would repeatedly be processing
single images to process all the bounding boxes. In comparison, processing ten bounding
boxes in an iterative way takes 9.6 ms, whereas batched inference is about 5.7 times faster at
1.66 ms. While 9.6ms is still reasonably fast, it is essential to realize that the plot was gen-
erated with an RTX 2080 TI desktop GPU, which is more powerful than the Nvidia Jetson
Xavier AGX [120]. In comparison to the 2080 Ti, a batched inference with ten images runs
in about 11 ms, which is about 6-7 times slower than on the desktop GPU. Thus, batched
inference is crucial for real-time performance on embedded hardware.

Since the number of detected objects may be orders of magnitudes higher than the batch
size of the keypoint extractor network, the bounding boxes have to be preprocessed to deter-
mine which boxes should be processed further. The bounding boxes are sorted by height as
bounding boxes closer to the car are bigger to do so. As the keypoint detector can not deal
with truncated, fallen over, or cropped objects, masks for the edge of the image region and
the car are created, and boxes with a larger width than height are filtered out. According
to their box coordinates, objects that lie inside of these regions plus an added tolerance
threshold are removed and not processed further. If the number of detected objects is less
than the batch size, the last image is replicated in order to reach the number of necessary
images. The number of batch size closest bounding boxes (for example, ten bounding boxes)
is selected and then passed through the keypoint extractor. As each bounding box is resized
before being fed into the keypoint extractor, it is vital to save the bounding box height and
width and position within the image to allow for the correct calculation of the keypoint posi-
tion in the image frame. The computed keypoints can then be passed to a depth estimation
algorithm to detect a cones’ position relative to the camera.
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3.5 Summary 2D Camera Pipeline

In summary, the 2D camera pipeline follows the pseudocode of Algorithm 4. It should be
noted that the pseudocode is simplified and does not contain all details.

After processing an image with the object detector and keypoint extractor, the result is a
batch of detected bounding boxes along with their key points, as Figure 59 displays.

Figure 60: Object detection and keypoint extraction
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3.6 3D Coordinate Estimation

The detected points can now be used to calculate the 3D position of cones relative to the
car using simple triangulation techniques because cone height and camera size are known
as priors. The camera parameters are computed via calibration[121]. In order to do so, the
pin-hole camera model in Figure 61 is used:

Figure 61: Model for monocular depth estimation [122] based on the pin-hole camera. The
distance of a cone from the camera can be calculated via triangulation. In order to so, the
focal length f and the size of the cone on the camera sensor, and the known height of a cone
are used. The size of the cone on the camera sensor is calculated using the upper keypoint
and the two lower points predicted by the RektNet.

With the help of simple triangulation techniques, the distance of an object from the car is
computed as:

d = f
hbb⇤hobj

with hbb = hpx ⇤ hobj

where the paramets are as follows :
hpx = pixel height of the image sensor
hobj = height of a cone (either large or small is possible)
f = focal length of the camera
d = distance of the object

After the distance is calculated, x and y coordinates in 3D space can be computed by building
on the birds-eye view perspective of the camera:

Figure 62: Bird’s eye view of the pin-hole camera model. Similar to the model in Figure
59, internal camera parameters are utilized to detect the cone’s position. Furthermore, the
position of the midpoint of the cone bounding box on the image sensor is used.
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Similar to the distance calculation x and y can now be computed via triangulation:

wb = (boxm � cx) ⇤ hpx

cd =
p
w

2
bb + f 2

x = d⇤wbb
cd

y = d⇤f
cd

where the paramets not used in the first model are as follows :
boxm = pixel coordinate of the mid point of the bounding box
cx = optical center of the camera center on the x axis
x = x coordinate of the object in 3D space
y = y coordinate of the object in 3D space

The x and y positions are then stored in the same ROS topic used for the lidar sensor
and published at a rate of 20 Hz. The runtime of the 3D coordinate estimation is a few
ms and hence highly e�cient due to calculation on the GPU via matrix multiplication with
Torchscript [123], the C++ API of PyTorch. We combine 2D and 3D camera pipeline results
in the following pseudocode:

Due to the low latency of the depth estimation algorithm, the runtime of the 3D camera
pipeline is consistently slightly under 30ms (compared to 87 ms for the MIT approach),
which is 2.9 times faster than the baseline of the “Accurate Low-Latency Visual Perception
for Autonomous Racing: Challenges, Mechanisms, and Practical Solutions” paper [3].
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3.7 Depth Estimtation Test

Similar to the experiments of MIT (see Figure 47), the l2-error between predicted cone
position and ground truth for a distance of up to ten meters can be calculated. The errors
of about 30 detections of orange, yellow and blue cones is shown in Figure 63. As expected,
our monocular pipeline performs on par with to the MIT team pipeline. In general, the error
increases with the distance of the cone from the car. This is due to the decreasing size of
the cones which leads to both the bounding box detection and keypoint extraction being less
accurate. Furthermore, a subpixel level accuracy may be required due to the small resolution
in these cases.

Figure 63: Cone pose estimation performance of our monocular pipeline. The monocular
camera pipeline is validated on cones with a distance of up to ten meters away just like the
MIT pipeline in Figure 47. The performance is on par with the MIT monocular pipeline. To
ensure comparability with [3], only small cones are considered here.

3.8 Conclusion

In summary, our pipeline performs similar to the MIT benchmark as proven in Section 3.3 for
object detection and Section 3.7 for depth estimation. However, the MIT pipeline suggested
in [3] does not runtime in real-time with an end-to-end inference of 87 ms. We prove that the
use of state-of-the-art real time object detectors [34, 93] and the Nvidia TensorRT runtime
is crucial to achieve real-time inference. Furthermore depth estimation can be speed up
with batched matrix multiplication on a GPU [85] using Torchscript [123]. This results
in a 2.9 time speed (30 ms vs 87 ms) up and a camera pipeline that achieves real time
performance on a Nvidia Jetson Xavier AGX. Moreover, the current implementation still
leaves some room for further runtime improvements with techniques such as int8 quantization
and parameter pruning [124]. Furthermore, the 30 ms inference time refers to a pipeline
configuration using the modified RektNet backbone suggested in Section 1. This is due to
the fact that the experiments in Section 3.7 were conducted before the keypoint detector
backbone improvements proposed in Section 3.4.1 . Considering this, the integration of
CSPResNet should lead to even faster inference times. Moreover, the pipeline can be applied
to stereo cameras to improve the detection range as shown by the MIT team (Figure 48).
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4 Outlook

After the successful creation of a camera and lidar pipeline, the car could already be operated
using either one of the pipelines. However, the power of having two pipelines is best used
when both of them are fused together. This allows for both feature rich perception of the
environment (camera) and accurate localization (lidar). Future work will focus on comparing
di↵erent approaches such as the ones in Figure 64 and 65 in order to find an optimized
solution.

Figure 64: Fusion approach one fuses the data in object space [4]. The challenge of this
approach is that the camera-based cone pose estimation is not as accurate as the one of the
lidar pipeline. However, it is a fully redundant pipeline as it can still operate when one of
the pipelines fail.

Figure 65: The second fusion approach [4] matches the lidar detection to regions of interest
in the camera image and only classifies the cones inside of the regions of interest. Due to
this, the camera-based pipeline only consists of a simple image classifier. However a more
advanced version of this approach could double check for false positives or false negatives by
matching lidar and image object detection outputs in an early fusion kind of way. By doing
so, objects that are not detected in lidar space could still be found by the camera sensors.
The main challenge here is that the time synchronization has to be even more precise in this
case.

Along with the challenges mentioned in the captions of the figures, calibrating lidar and
camera sensors to ensure a correct data association will be the key to good sensor fusion.
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